Evaluation of Proteins' Rotational Diffusion Coefficients from Simulations of Their Free Brownian Motion in Volume-Occupied Environments.
We have investigated the rotational dynamics of hen egg white lysozyme in monodisperse aqueous solutions of concentrations up to 250 mg/mL, using a rigid-body Brownian dynamics method that accurately accounts for anisotropies of diffusing objects. We have examined the validity of the free diffusion concept in the analysis of computer simulations of volume-occupied molecular solutions. We have found that, when as the only intermolecular interaction, the excluded volume effect is considered, rotational diffusion of molecules adheres to the free diffusion model. Further, we present a method based on the exact (in the case of the free diffusion) analytic forms of autocorrelation functions of particular vectors rigidly attached to diffusing objects, which allows one to obtain from results of molecular simulations the three principal rotational diffusion coefficients characterizing rotational Brownian motion of an arbitrarily shaped rigid particle for an arbitrary concentration of crowders. We have applied this approach to trajectories resulting from Brownian dynamics simulations of hen egg white lysozyme solutions. We show that the apparent anisotropy of proteins' rotational motions increases with an increasing degree of crowding. Finally, we demonstrate that even if the hydrodynamic anisotropy of molecules is neglected and molecules are simulated using their average translational and rotational diffusion coefficients, excluded volume effects still lead to their anisotropic rotational dynamics.